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ABSTRACT

Variability between speakers, particularly those 1

different sexes, poses problems for speaker- 0

independent speech recognition. Recently, it has

been suggested that much of this variability could

be minimised using a suitable computational model

based on known or assumed details of human auditor

processing. He are attempting to test this notiony

experimentally by resynthesising speech which has

been processed by the model and studying its

perceptual nature.

INTRODUCTION

Current approaches to speech recognition are

characterised by the use of signal and pattern

processing techniques which are “general" in the

sense that little account is taken of the fact that

the input (speech) has some very particular

properties. As a consequence, spectral '

representations are typically used in which the

coordinates are decibels (relative to some referen

level) and logarithmic hertz-frequency, in spite :8

perceptual evidence that the human auditory syste:

uses a loudness-density versus tonality

representation. It is now widely held that the

exploitation of knowledge about human speech

processes (production and perception) is a pre-

requisite for further, significant advances in

_ speech technology, embracing recognition, synthesis

and coding. Indeed, there have been several recent

attempts to embody at least some of the current

understanding of auditory perception into

computational models ("auditory models"L The hope

is that such models may prove to be more effective

as pre-processors for recognition and coding than

are traditional speech analysers.

One area where conventional signal processing and

statistical pattern matching techniques have proved

inadequate is in the handling of speaker variabilit

such as arises from speaker sex and age difference:

This sort of variability poses clear problems for .

speaker-independent recognition. .Recently, Bladon
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and his coworkers [1] have suggested that many of

these differences could be minimised (in vowel 7

spectra at least) using a suitable 'audito

normalisation" model. In Bladon's model :1

:erceptually-motivated "auditory spectruh' (obtaind

y transformations of the spectral coordinates and

convolution with a filter intended to represent

zigizgeial frequency analysis) undergoes linear

believe nhzhe fonality (bark scaled) dimension. He

the model arec, 120;? ‘3‘: n:rm31151n8 Potential °fen

resynthesising speech direct frszszzzlg b: h d
auditorv spectral representation. I a? -3 ifte

Fove:g:::t::c:, resynthesising a one-bark-incremented

appropriate gma e vowel spectrum, but with voicins
listeners to o a female speaker, should induce

quality 0 :eport no change in perceived vowel

"increméntezn he other hand, playback of the

Sh°u1d Yield sligel with the male voicing retained

it may even r ts in perceived quality. Indeed,

transformati: ove possible to effect an automatic
versa w n of male to female speech, or vice

. e are attempting to substantiate these
ideas experimental ly and '
early stages of the workthis Paper PeDOPtS 0“ the

The 'workpzie: Z: structured as follows. First previous
reVieHed u Tgory models and speaker normalisation 15
medel (eésent: implementation of one particular

a y that due t B
described Subse ° laden at 31) 19 than. quently the13 de , resynthesis
the uzfisiZed and a number of problems iden:::;::{°n
nfgpuardn :portant being that certain of the '

acoustic-to-auditeffect ory) transform
inverti:Idata-reduction and so are inherenzlions

e. Finally, some early—results of Y n°“‘
listening ex

, PGPiments usi

are Presented. n8 thé resynthegised speech

AUDITOR! MODELS AND NORMALISATION

There is

realisatizzgsiiezzble Variab111ty 1n the acoustic

speakers [2]. Th e same SpeeCh Sounds by different

the ability to “3, the human auditory system has

perce1Ve as ph°net1¢ally equivalent
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vowels of markedly different formant (and voicing)

structure. This normalisation process implies an

ability to make allowances for different vocal tract

sizes and shapes. In attempting to mimic this

ability in model systems, we might take either of

two somewhat different approaches. One possibility

is to adopt a speech production viewpoint whereby

some dimensional scaling is effected according to

supposed vocal tract characteristics. The

alternative speech reception point of view leads us

to search for an explanation of normalisation

ability on the basis of known or assumed details of

auditbry processing i.e an "auditory model". For

instance, the hypothesis of Potter-& Steinburg [3]

that a particular pattern of stimulation on the

basilar membrane might be identified as a given

sound, within limits independant of displacement

along the membrane, is one possible mechanism for

normalisation.

Auditory models are generally based, at least in

part, on the concept of the auditory filter

originally proposed by Fletcher [N]. He suEEeSted

that the peripheral auditory system behaves as if it

contained a bank of filters, with a continuum of

centre frequencies. The output of such a filter

bank is usually termed an ‘excitation pattern' since

it is meant to represent the degree of activity (or

excitation) evoked by a particular sound at some

unspecified level of the auditory system. Schroeder

suggests that the excitation pattern, E(z), could

Just as well be thought of as mean—squared amplitude

0f the basilar membrane motion at place z [5]— H13

model uses a rather broad auditory filter shape

estimated from the somewhat dated masking

experiments of Zwicker [6]. More recent evidence

from experiments taking into account factors such as

Off—frequency listening suggests that filter shape

Should be much-narrower'[7, 8].

The auditory modelling approach to speaker

normalisation is exemplified by the work of Bladon

9t 81 [1]. In this model, the spectral frequency

axis is transformed from hertz to bark prior to

filtering using the filter shape described by

Schroeder (see [5]). Because of the broadness of

these filters, there is a "smearing" of the spectrum

_Hith a substantial loss of resolution rendering

different realisations of the same vowel more alike

and removing much of the fine detail due to voicing.

Following a conversion from intensity to loudness

density to yield an |'auditory spectrum", a linear

Shift in the bark dimension is effected. From the

data presented, it is apparent that such shifts can

have a normalising effect, by bringing vowel spectra

for male and female speakers into reasonable

coincidence. Following this work, Holmes [9]

attempted to investigate the pérceptual effect of

barkfscaled shifts in formant frequencies using a

Speech synthesis-by-rule system. Preliminary

results suggest that, for some vowels at least, an

approximately constant bark difference betweenF1

and F2 is necessary to maintain phonetic quality.

The principal objection to the Bladon model is the

use (following Schroeder) of a wideband auditory

filter. Klatt [10] has observed that male and

female speech can be made to look similar merely by

Vincreasing the bandwidth of the analysis filter in

the spectrogram. Thus, caution must obviously be

exercised to ensure that vowel identity is preserved

when the variance is reduced in this way. There is

little virtue in making the same vowel from

different speakers appear more alike if different

vowels from the same speaker also look more alike.

It is only to be expected that representations-

preserving gross features only of the spectrum shape

would be more likely to improve similarity between

male and female vowel spectra, since a lot of

information (whether relevant or not) has been'

discarded. It is important to know, therefore, what

information is left in the smoothed spectrum

representation. One way to discover this might be

to conduct listening experiments with speech

resynthesised directly from_the auditory spectrum.-

‘Such resynthesis also offers a means of studying the

perceptual effect of bark-scaled shifting, much as

Holmes has done, but with real (rather than

synthetic) speech.

One difficulty with this approach is apparent. If

the auditory system really does perform a frequency

smearing operation, then the resynthesised speech

will naturally be subjected to this operation. I.e.

the speech will be smeared “twice", hence possibly

invalidating the idea of.testing by resynthesis..

Evidence that the smeared, auditory representation

is adequate to retain vowel identity is given below.

Of course, it may be that a second application of

the smearing has relatively little effect, most of

the data reduction being done on the first '

application. One early priority, therefore, must be

to compare smoothed and unsmoothed speector

perceptual differences.

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF THE MODEL

An auditory model based closely on that described by

Bladon et a1 [1] has been implemented on a DEC

MicroVAX computer. As well as "forward'I acoustic-

to-auditory transformations, some provisional

“inverse“ auditory-to-acoustic transformations have

also been included to allow resynthesis. 5

Ferward Transformations

The excitation patterns for the auditory model are

computed as follows. The power spectrum S(f) for the

input speech is computed over (Hamming weighted)

time windows of approximately 32 ms using an FFT

algorithm. The windows are advanced in steps of 8 ms

for each new segment. The power spectrum (with units
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of V2/Hz) is then transformed to a critical band
density (with units Vz/bark) using the formula:

8(2): S[f(z)] . 3g
dz

The mapping between frequency, f, and critical band»- number, 2, is approximated by the expression due toTraunmuller [11]:

. f = 1960(2 + 053)
(26.2§ --z)

Thus, the critical band density is computed from thespectrum by the f -> z mapping'followed by ~. multiplication with the density conversion factor.

Next, an excitation pattern is computed from thecritical band density by convolution with theauditory filter frequency response. The specificfilter used at this stage is Schroeder!s (asdescribed in [5]) but we intend to investigate theuse of different filters. The convolution operationis equivalent to using a filter bank analysis, butis more convenient as the filter shape (as definedby Schroeder) is invariant across the bark scale,and no weighting has to be applied to account forchanges in filter bandwidth.

The Bladon model differs slightly from Schroeder'sin the calculation of the loudness density pattern,which is accomplished by conversion from criticalband density to loudness level density in phone/barkfollowed by a conversion to loudness density inaches/bark. In this work, we have neglected tocompute the loudness density pattern: Justificationfor this omission in terms of resynthesis is thatthe phon curves are fairly flat in the region 200 -u kHz where the formants lie, and thus a.displacement of the pattern along the bark scalewould have little effect on the.spectrum.

Once the excitation pattern has been calculated for.the input segment, its position on the bark scalecan be adjusted before resynthesis in order toinvestigate the perceptual effects of displacement.

Inverse Transformations.______._______________.

Since the filtering (convolution) operation haseffected a data reduction on the original spectrum,it is impossible to recoser the full spectrum forresynthesis. Some indirect evidence that thesmoothed, auditory spectrum is a reasonablerepresentation from which to resynthesise is givenby certain other psychoacoustic findings. Using the.relatively broad Schroeder filters, the physicalformant pattern is smoothed to Just two auditorypeaks. _This characteristic is consistent with the.'"centre of gravity" theory-advocated by Chistovichand Lublinskaya [ 12] as well as with experiments in

-model. Two complet

the matching of two-formant synthetic vowels to tm
full reference vowel - the so—called F-prime
paradigm [13, 1!]. Thus, the auditory spectrum
should in principle be capable of retaining
information concerning vowel identity. Confirmatimof this notion is given in the work of Hermansky at'al [15] who processed all-voiced sentences to show
that a "reduced" spectrum produced by auditoryfiltering (18 critical band filters equispaced inthe bark dimension) could yield "intelligible"
speech.

'

The resynthesis operation-involves conversion of tmcritical band density back to a spectral density bymultiplication with the inverse density conversionfactor, dz/df. However, the smearing operation .removes much, if not all, of the voicing'information. For the resynthesis process,therefore, two possibilities present themselves.Either the loss of voicing information could beignored or appropriate voicing could be added. Heintend to explore both of these approaches.

Finally, continuous speech output is obtained frolthe auditory spectra by inverse Fouriertransformation using an overlap-add technique [16L

RESULTS

At this early stage,
initial results from
The oral presentation
extensive testing.
(low-pass filtered
with 12-biteesolu

it is only possible.to give
some informal listening tests
will describe results of more

Speech of telephone quality
at 3.2 kHz and sampled at 8 kHz
tion) has been processed by the
e sentences have been studied: Imale speaker saying "live wire should be keptcovered" and a female saying "the kitten chased th‘dog down the street“. it the resynthesis stage. 5°extra voicing has been added.

resynthesised.. The speech output was slightlydegraded but speaker identity was retained and'thesentence was clearly intelligible. This observatiOnlends weight to the belief that resynthesising is 8valid technique for testing auditory models. Ifanything, the result extends the observation ofHermansky et al referred to above to speechconsisting of voiced and unvoiced segments.
Subsequently, the effect of processing the male.speech using the model, and including a shift of onebark, was investigated. Again, the speech was 'intelligible but more severely degraded. Hespeculate that this addiprincipally due to destr
between V0101ng-frequency components when a linear
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bark shift follows the non-linear he:tz-t:;ba::re

‘ t impressions, owev ,transformation. Firs t It

rkedly differen .t s eaker identity was ma

:2: no: easily possible to assign a perceived sex to

the speaker with any confidence.

FUTURE WORK

lhe major priority is to conduct more fogmaitate

matching experiments (perhaps uSing stea y-

vowels) with a larger number of listeners.

Informal experimentation so far has notiuieih2dded

voicing. Further work is planned in wh c stral

speech spectrum will be deconvolved by cepm onents'

techniques into excitation and envelope :1: pnedel

The envelope alone will be processed by feVOiCinz

and speech resynthesised with a variety : rs (an;

components appropriate to different spea e

including the natural voicing itselfL

There are, of course, many specific details Ziggrl.

model which could be further tested by resy: for

For instance, there is a good case to be m: e

employing auditory filters of much narriwi (roex)

bandwidth, such as the rounded-exponent a8]

filters described by Moore and Glasberg [ l r
Arguably, in this case, equivalent rectangu a

bandwidth (ERE) would be a more appropriate Gale

frefluency scale for shifting than the bark s .
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